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FRC JOINS PRO-FAMILY 
GROUPS TO PUSH FOR 

CABLE CHOICE 
 

Cable Choice Ad asks: “I watch news, sports, and movies. Period. So why 
pay for 65 other channels I’ll never use?”  

 
WASHINGTON, D.C. – Family Research Council (FRC) President Tony Perkins spoke at a 
press conference on Capitol Hill today with groups including Concerned Women for 
America and Citizens for Community Values to unveil an ad campaign demanding cable 
operators give consumers channel choice. Perkins released the following statement:  
 
“The FCC’s recent crackdown on indecency after this year’s Super Bowl half-time 
show has prompted a major discussion in almost every American household about 
cable choice.  The public has a right to control what comes in and out of their homes, 
and what comes out of the family budget.   
 
“For too long cable executives have had the power to tell consumers what will come in their 
house and what they will pay for.  It’s time the American people be given the freedom to 
choose for themselves. 
 
“Cable operators try to compromise by giving consumers a choice between basic cable 
channels and premium cable channels but the fact is that there are far too many unwanted 
channels in these packages that consumers are forced to pay for.  Additionally, with indecent 
programming on cable networks increasing, parents deserve the right to choose what their 
children will be exposed to on unregulated cable networks.   
 
“Over 70 million American households pay for cable television and an overwhelming 
majority of those cable subscribers are demanding a choice when it comes to cable 
channels.  Congress has no choice but to defend consumers and give parents the ability 
to more closely choose the programming their children are exposed to and not be 
forced to pay for unwanted channels.” 
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